Language acquisition and change are thought to be causally connected. We demonstrate a method for quantifying the strength of this connection in terms of the 'basic reproductive ratio' of linguistic constituents. It represents a standardized measure of reproductive success, which can be derived both from diachronic and from acquisition data. By analyzing phonotactic English data, we show that the results of both types of derivation correlate, so that phonotactic acquisition indeed predicts phonotactic change, and vice versa. After drawing that general conclusion, we discuss the role of utterance frequency and show that the latter exhibits destabilizing effects only on late acquired items, which belong to phonotactic periphery. We conclude that -at least in the evolution of English phonotactics -acquisition serves conservation, while innovation is more likely to occur in adult speech and affects items that are less entrenched but comparably frequent.
Introduction
Languages are systems of mental instructions that are shared by their speakers. They are instantiated in the mind-brains of many individuals and transmitted across generations through communicative interaction and language acquisition. For a constituent of linguistic knowledge to be successfully transmitted across generations, it needs to be used and expressed by adult speakers in such a way that new generations can acquire it successfully. Thus, the history of language constituents depends on language use and language acquisition and is likely to reflect constraints on both of them. This paper focusses on the relation between history and acquisition.
That language acquisition is crucial for language history is trivially true and generally acknowledged (Briscoe, 2008; Smith & Kirby, 2008) . After all, constituents that are not acquired cannot survive. However, the matter is both more complex and more interesting than that. On the one hand, there is considerable disagreement about how much language acquisition contributes to linguistic change, and on the other hand, some correlations between acquisition and diachronic stability appear to be quite specific. For instance, Monaghan (2014), demonstrates that the age at which a lexical item is acquired predicts the diachronic stability of its phonological form. The finding has inspired various attempts to account for it, but no consensus has been reached. On one interpretation, early acquisition is thought to cause diachronic stability: early acquired items become strongly entrenched, get to be used frequently, and are therefore more likely to be historically stable than items that are acquired later (MacNeilage & Davis, 2000; Monaghan, 2014) . On another view, early acquisition and diachronic stability are thought to have common causes: items will both be acquired early and remain diachronically stable if they are easily produced, perceived, or memorized, for example. This paper explores the relation between the diachronic stability of linguistic constituents and the age at which they are acquired. To determine how systematic that relation is, we introduce and test a rigorous quantitative model that relates patterns attested in historical language development to patterns attested in language acquisition. More specifically, we show how age-of-acquisition and diachronic stability can be related to each other in terms of a standardized measure of reproductive success, namely their 'basic reproductive ratio' (henceforth R 0 ) (Dietz, 1993; Heffernan, Smith, & Wahl, 2005) . That measure (more on it below, see Section 2.1) has proved useful in the study of population dynamics. We use a population dynamic model 1 that has already been applied to explain linguistic phenomena (Nowak, 2000; Nowak, Plotkin, & Jansen, 2000) and show how estimates of R 0 can be derived for linguistic constituents. Crucially, they can be derived both from age-of-acquisition data and from diachronic corpus evidence. By comparing the two estimates, one can then put numbers on the relation between language acquisition and language history. Thus, the model
